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Background: Pain-related stimuli are supposed to be automatically prioritized over other stimuli.
This prioritization has often been tested using primary task paradigms in which pain information
is irrelevant for completing the explicitly posed task. Task-irrelevant stimuli are only processed
if they are very salient, and pain-related stimuli are assumed to be salient enough.
Objective: We wanted to further investigate this assumption by assessing event-related
brain potentials (ERPs) – a very sensitive method for studying attention and reaction times in
response to pictures of people in pain and other emotional faces – using a primary task paradigm.
In addition, we assumed that individuals describing themselves as vigilant to pain are especially
responsive to pain cues.
Methods: One hundred pain-free subjects were tested in a primary task paradigm using pictures
of facial expressions of pain, anger, happiness, and neutral mood. ERPs were assessed at midline
electrodes. Vigilance to pain was assessed by the pain vigilance and awareness questionnaire.
Results: In contrast to previous studies (which have used pain words), effects of facial expressions
of pain and other emotions on the ERPs and reaction times were surprisingly weak throughout
and did not give evidence for a distinct processing of pain-related stimuli. However, hypervigilant
subjects appeared to be strongly and cognitively absorbed by all emotional stimuli.
Conclusion: Accordingly, it appears that pain-related stimuli are not always of outstanding
salience, but that certain characteristics (eg, type of material, emotional richness) have to
be present, for pain-related stimuli to be prioritized over stimuli of other emotional content.
Hypervigilance to pain may generally predispose individuals to process emotional stimuli in
greater depth.
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Vigilance to pain is defined as automatic and unintentional processing of pain-related
stimuli at the cost of competing stimuli and is assumed to occur because of the
outstanding salience of pain-related stimuli.1 Such vigilance guarantees that, even
under disadvantageous conditions, pain as a biologically relevant stimulus is rarely
missed.
The question arises of whether only pain itself or already pain-related cues meet
these assumptions. A strong similarity between “true pain” and pain-related cues has
been suggested by imaging data, which showed that pain symbols – like words –
produce similar bold cerebral reactions as do noxious stimuli.2 It might be argued that
the study of pain-related cues or symbols, in the absence of “true” physical pain, is
even more informative for certain diagnostic purposes. If cues associated with pain
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are able to preferentially capture attention because of their
salience, such cues may be especially sensitive for singling
out pain-hypervigilant individuals, since actual pain can be
expected to capture and preferentially guide attention in all
and not only hypervigilant individuals.3
The dot-probe task is one of the best-known examples of
attention tests for pain-related cues, originally developed for
use in anxiety research.4 Keogh et al,5 applying pain-related,
emotional, and neutral words as stimuli in a dot-probe task,
found more attentional engagement with pain words in individuals with high fear of pain. Similarly, strong attentional
focus on physical threat was found in individuals with high
levels of physical anxiety sensitivity.6 However, in chronic
pain patients, attentional bias towards pain has not consistently been found.7–9 Other studies could also not replicate
attentional absorption by pain-related words in healthy
subjects with high fear of pain.10,11 Accordingly, the use of
words in the dot-probe task has not yet produced unequivocal findings.
More recent studies on chronic pain patients found
attentional biases towards facial expressions of pain12 and
towards headache-related pictures.13 Potentially, pictorial
pain descriptors are more ecologically valid stimuli than
verbal ones and might therefore be more suitable for detecting hypervigilance. In a previous study carried out by our
group, Baum et al14 demonstrated, in a modified dot-probe
task, higher early attentional engagement with pain faces
and stronger later attentional avoidance of the same faces
in individuals with high fear of pain (vigilance-avoidance
pattern of attention).
The dot-probe task is a primary task paradigm, in which
the pain-related stimuli are task-irrelevant (given that the
subject is asked to respond to the position of a dot and not
to the pain-related stimuli). This approach is sensitive to
the attentional capture of very salient stimuli because only
such stimuli are still traceably processed if completely taskirrelevant. The dot-probe task is based on reaction time
measurement, which provides summary information about
stimulus processing. However, reaction time measurement
does not allow for an easy differentiation between the various stages of information processing. Disentangling stages
of processing becomes possible by studying temporally
separate components of event-related brain potentials (ERPs).
Therefore, it might be favorable to adjust primary task paradigms to the requirements of ERP assessment.
There are already examples of this; utilizing verbal material, Nikendei et al15 found enhanced positive deflections
between 350–600 milliseconds (P300) and higher late positive
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slow wave amplitudes between 500–800 milliseconds (late
positive complex [LPC]) for pain-related compared to neutral
words in a lexical decision task, a finding which was replicated by our research group.16 It has not yet been examined
whether these effects are specific to word material or can
also be shown for pictorial pain cues.
In the present study we attempted to assess ERPs for
pain-related cues utilizing facial expressions of pain and other
emotions (angry, happy, and neutral) in a visual primary task
paradigm. Anger and joy were added to present very similar
and very dissimilar displays of emotions, respectively, as a
test of the specificity of the pain findings. We hypothesized
effects for P300 and LPC under the assumption that the earlier
findings obtained with word material can be generalized to
pictorial stimuli. Furthermore, we expected these effects to
be most prominent in individuals who are supposed to have
habitually strong attentional biases regarding pain-related
stimuli, namely those with high levels of pain vigilance.
Our decision to study the effects of pain vigilance ahead of
other similar concepts such as pain catastrophizing and pain
anxiety was due to the model proposed by Goubert et al17 in
which vigilance was claimed to be more directly related to
pain experience than the other concepts, and to our previous
findings of pain vigilant subjects being particular experts in
pain face recognition.18

Materials and methods
Subjects
A total of 100 healthy subjects between the ages of 18–65 years
(mean = 39.7 years, standard deviation [SD] = 13.4 years;
50 females, 50 males, no age differences between sexes) and
equally distributed in four age categories (18–29, 30–39,
40–49, 50–65 years) were recruited via announcement in
newspapers, public buildings in Bamberg, and among students of the Otto-Friedrich University of Bamberg. Subjects
had normal or corrected-to-normal eyesight. Preliminary to
testing, all subjects were screened by trained psychologists
using stringent and standardized exclusion criteria: history of
any psychiatric (assessed with SCID-I, a structured clinical
interview according to Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders-IV)19 or neurological disorders, substance
abuse, psychopharmacological treatment, use of analgesics,
acute or chronic pain, previous major surgical intervention,
or prosopagnosia. The pain history was a special focus of
the interview and was addressed by asking the participants
separately for acute and chronic pain experience (current
and past pain) and checking for potentially painful physical
conditions (migraine, back pain, rheumatoid arthritis, etc).
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Based on the SCID, one participant was excluded from the
study (schizophrenic disorder: F20.3). Subjects were asked to
refrain from smoking and ingesting caffeine for 1 hour prior
to testing because nicotine and caffeine could have an effect
on attentional performance. Twenty-eight of the participants
had a university degree, and 64 participants had a high school
degree (29 subjects out of the 64 were students). Sixty-five
of the participants lived with a partner. Except for students
who participated to fulfill course requirements, all subjects
were paid 40 € for attendance. All subjects gave informed
consent and were free to terminate the experiment at any
time. The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of
the University of Bamberg.

Procedure
The sessions took place between 9 am and 6 pm and lasted
for approximately 1 hour. On arrival at the laboratory, subjects were informed about the course and duration of the
experiment, asked to sign the informed consent form, and
to fill out a questionnaire regarding their ability to recognize
and imagine faces.20 We included this measure to allow for
the exclusion of clinical states and to control for possible
subclinical states of prosopagnosia.
For recording the electroencephalogram (EEG) electrodes
were attached. Subjects were seated in front of a 20-inch
computer screen (1 meter viewing distance) which was used
to present the experimental task. The experimenter gave
instructions verbally and left the room before the start of
testing. Subjects were monitored through a video camera.
If further interaction between experimenter and subject was
needed during the test, it was done through a two-way communication system. At the end of the session, the subjects
filled out the questionnaire, which was designed to target
pain vigilance.

Vigilance for pain-related faces

faces – was irrelevant for successfully completing the primary
task. Subjects were instructed to indicate in each trial whether
a picture with or without a grid was presented by pressing
one of two response buttons as fast as possible. Reaction
times and accuracy were recorded.
Each single trial started with the question “Gitter?”
(English: grid) presented for 700 milliseconds, reminding
the subject of the upcoming task (ie, to decide whether the
presented picture was overlaid with a grid) (see Figure 1).
Then the picture (with or without a grid) was presented
for 300 milliseconds and subjects had to press one of two
response buttons, either the “grid” or the “non-grid” button.
Immediately following the response a white bar was presented
on the screen, paralleled by a continuous tone of 1000 hertz
(Hz) for 1500 milliseconds. Subjects had been instructed to
use this interval for eye-blinks and to abstain from blinking
for the rest of the trial; this was intended to minimize eyeblinks during relevant periods of data acquisition. The trial
sequence ended with a black screen for 1000 milliseconds
serving as inter-trial interval (see Figure 1). Subjects were
familiarized with the procedure by running through ten
training trials.
The primary task was designed to be of medium difficulty
and was tested first in a pilot study. Concurrently presented
stimuli relating to the secondary task should be able to capture attention if they are perceived as being strongly salient
to the individual. Too difficult a primary task would prevent
shifting to the secondary task completely; whereas too easy
a primary task would be automatically processed after a
ITI
Tone

ms

Response
1000

Experimental paradigm: visual discrimination
Ninety-six black and white pictures of faces with four emotional categories (anger, happy, neutral, and pain; 24 pictures
for each category), of which 50% were overlaid with a small
grid (12 with and 12 without grid in each emotional category),
were presented in randomized order. Characteristics and
selection of the pictures will be described in detail below.
As we intended to examine unintentional (ie,
task-irrelevant) processing of pain-cues in this study, we
presented the pictures in a primary task (ie, a visual discrimination of presence or absence of the grid). As no particular
instructions were given regarding the pictures’ contents,
processing of the content – pain-related and other emotional
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short while allowing constant shifts to the secondary task.
The error distribution proved that the primary task was of
medium difficulty; only a few subjects (15.2%) were without
any error, the majority of subjects (75.0%) produced one to
seven errors in 96 trials and again only a few subjects (9.8%)
produced a larger amount of errors (eight or more) (these
error data are from 92 subjects, who remained for analysis
after EEG artifact rejection; see description below).

Stimulus material
We generated 96 black and white pictures with 24 painful,
24 happy, 24 angry and 24 neutral facial expressions from the
Montréal pain and affective face clips,18,21 which is a collection
of one-second-videos of eight professional actors (four
females) mimicking affective and painful facial expressions.
The actors were all Caucasians, as were our subjects. For
each expression type, five different snapshots were extracted,
resulting in a set of 160 pictures (four types of expressions ×
five snapshots × eight actors). Before applying these stimuli
in the present study on attentional processing, we validated
this material. For that purpose we had 40 subjects categorize
these pictures as belonging to one of the four different facial
expressions. A ranking of the pictures was made according
to hit-rate (eg, a pain-face is correctly categorized as pain),
rejection rate (eg, a pain-face is not categorized as any of the
other emotional expressions), and reliability.18 The 96 topranking pictures were chosen for the present study.

Reaction time
As stated above, subjects were instructed to indicate in each
trial whether a picture with or without a grid was presented
by using a response box (for a more detailed description of
the reaction time measurement see Baum et al).14 In the present study, we used a three-button response panel. A centrally
positioned button served as a holding button and the two
other buttons (slightly above and either to the right or to the
left of the holding button) were used to indicate whether a
grid (right button) or no grid (left button) were presented.
Subjects practiced in a few training trials until they were
able to selectively press the response buttons for grid and
no-grid trials. In each trial, the starting position of the index
finger was on the central holding button to reduce variance
in movement distances to the response buttons. Participants
were instructed to release the holding button only after
appearance of the picture to indicate whether it was overlaid
with a grid or not. Reaction time was taken from the time
interval between appearance of a picture and the release of
the holding button (once a decision had been made).
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Physiological recording
An EEG was recorded from three midline sites (frontal at Fz;
central at Cz; and parietal at Pz) and A1/A2 (mastoid) with
a commercially available electrode cap (Electro-Cap International, Inc, Eaton, OH, USA) with tin electrodes placed
according to the international 10–20 system.22 For measuring the vertical electrooculogram (EOG), tin electrodes
were placed above and below the right eye; for measuring
horizontal electrooculogram, tin electrodes were placed at
the outer canthi. The EEG, including vertical and horizontal EOG, was continuously recorded with a DC Brain Amp
amplifier (Brain Products GmbH, Gilging, Germany) with a
sampling rate of 1000 Hz, a notch-filter at 50 Hz, and a low
pass filter at 70 Hz. Off-line, data was filtered with a 30 Hz
low pass filter, and a 0.1 Hz high pass filter. All channels
were primarily recorded with a Cz reference. Off-line, data
was re-referenced to linked A1/A2, whereby Cz was regained
for further analysis. Sweeps of 1000 millisecond duration,
starting at 200 milliseconds before stimulus onset, were
extracted and adjusted to the 50 millisecond baseline-period
just before stimulus onset. Further, data was corrected for
EOG artifacts using a regression method.23 Elimination of
sweeps with artifacts was done by automatically detecting
sweeps with amplitudes outside a range of ±80 microvolts
and with gradients over 100 microvolt change per sampling
point.24–27 Further, manual single-trial visual inspection
was done excluding sweeps with uncorrected eye-blinks,
dominant alpha waves, and generally distorted sweeps due
to high-frequency noise. Averaged event-related potentials
(ERPs) for the four emotional categories in both the grid
or no-grid conditions were calculated. Averages were only
calculated if at least 8 out of 12 sweeps per condition were
accepted in the artifact-rejection procedure. If in one or more
experimental conditions no averages could be calculated, the
corresponding subject was excluded. The described rigorous
procedure of artifact rejection forced us to exclude eight
subjects, so that a sample of 92 subjects remained.
For the LPC, which has previously been examined
in primary task paradigms using verbal stimuli,15,16,27 we
distinguished – in accordance with the literature28–32 and with
our visual inspection of the graphs with grand averages –
between an early activation at 260–460 milliseconds (late
positive complex 1 [LPC1]) and a late activation at
460–800 milliseconds (late positive complex 2 [LPC2]).
These potentials were measured as mean amplitudes because
no clear peak could be discerned in this time range.
In addition, we extracted positive peaks in a time range
from 260–400 milliseconds after stimulus-onset (P300),
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which has also been previously reported from primary task
paradigms including pain-related words as a critical component.15,16 Further, we extracted averaged peak amplitudes of an
earlier positive deflection in the time range of 170–230 milliseconds after stimulus-onset (P200), which has been referred
to as being modulated by emotional/pain-related content in
passive viewing paradigms without task requirements.33,34

analyses of variance as well as t-tests for dependent samples
to compare each emotion category with each other (anger
versus happy, anger versus neutral, anger versus pain, happy
versus neutral, happy versus pain, neutral versus pain). When
violation of sphericity occurred in the ANOVAs, we used
the Greenhouse–Geisser correction. We set the significance
value as P # 0.05.

Pain hypervigilance
Since we were interested in whether the responses to the
emotional face expressions might be influenced by the
subjects’ tendency to be vigilant to pain, subjects were
asked to complete a validated German version of the pain
vigilance and awareness questionnaire (PVAQ).35 The PVAQ
was developed as a comprehensive measure of attention to
pain and has been validated for the use in chronic pain and
non-clinical samples. It consists of 16 items that are rated on
a six-point scale assessing awareness, vigilance, preoccupation, and observation of pain. For further analyses, we used
the median score, dividing subjects into a group of “low” and
“high” vigilant individuals (the median score in the present
sample was 36).

Results
Sample characteristics

Data reduction and statistics

We expected medium effect sizes (Cohen’s d = 0.50) for
power analysis (Sample Power; SPSS, IBM Corporation,
Armonk, NY, USA). The result showed that a sample size
of 50 or more provides strong power at the significance level
at 0.05 for within-subjects analyses. We, however, included
more subjects to be able to also calculate between-subjects
analyses (high and low pain vigilant individuals).
For evaluation of the reaction times, we calculated a
repeated-measures ANOVA with the within-subject factors,
emotion (anger, happy, neutral, and pain) and grid (with
or without grid), and the between-subject factor, vigilance
(PVAQ; “low” and “high” vigilance to pain).
For the averaged ERPs of the components P200, P300,
LPC1, and LPC2, we calculated a repeated-measure ANOVA
with the within-subject factors, emotion (anger, happy,
neutral, and pain), grid (with or without grid), and topography (frontal, central, and parietal), and the between-subject
factor, vigilance (“low” and “high” vigilance to pain). The
main focus of our analyses was on the effects of the different emotions on the ERPs. Therefore, not all main and
interactions effects were subjected to fine-grain post hoc
analyses. However, if in any of the ANOVAs a main-effect
or an interaction, including the factor emotion, were found
to be significant, we performed post hoc tests and used
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The described procedure of artifact rejection reduced the
sample size from n = 100 to n = 92 (age: mean = 39.7
years; SD = 13.5 years; range = 19–65 years; sex: 47
female, 45 male). Of the female subjects, 39% used
contraceptives, 17% were in the f irst third of their
menstrual cycle (day 1 to day 8 after cycle-onset according
to self-report), 6% were in the second third (day 9 to day
17), 17% were in the third third (after day 17), and 21%
were post-menopausal.

Reaction time
Analysis of variance revealed a main effect for the factor,
grid (F[1,90] = 74.230; P , 0.001), with reaction times being
significantly prolonged in the no-grid trials (see F
 igure 2).
However, the factor, emotion, yielded no significant main
effect on reaction times (F[3,270] = 1.904; P = 0.129),
but emotion did interact significantly with the factor, grid
(F[3,270] = 2.871; P = 0.039). As post hoc tests revealed,
this interaction was due to the fact that emotion elicited a
significant change of reaction times only in the grid trials
(F[3,273] = 4.614; P = 0.005) but not in the non-grid trials
(F[3,273] = 1.490; P = 0.363). More precisely, in the grid
trials, subjects showed longer reaction times if a neutral or an
anger face was presented compared to happy and pain faces
(all P-values of t-tests for dependent samples comparing
neutral/anger versus happy/pain were ,0.05).
Interestingly, we also found a significant between-subject
effect for vigilance (F[1,90] = 5.593; P = 0.020), with individuals scoring high on the PVAQ having prolonged reaction
times (Figure 2). However, none of the interactions, including
vigilance, yielded any significant effect.

Analyses of variance of ERP data
All within-subject main effects and interactions of the
analyses of variance for the different ERP components are
shown in Table 1. The impact of the between-subject factor, vigilance, (PVAQ score) is not shown in Table 1 for the
sake of clear arrangement, but will be reported in the text.
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Low PVAQ – no grid
Low PVAQ – grid
High PVAQ – no grid
High PVAQ – grid

600

Reaction time (ms)
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700

500

400

300

Anger

Neutral

Happy

Pain

Figure 2 Mean and SD of reaction times for the four different types of emotional face expressions in trials with and without overlaid grid, for low and high pain vigilant
subjects.
Abbreviations: ms, milliseconds; PVAQ, pain vigilance and awareness questionnaire; SD, standard deviation.

Grand averages are presented for the four categories of emotion in Figure 3A (Fz), 3B (Cz) and 3C (Pz).

P200
There were significant main effects for the factors, grid and
topography, and for their interaction (Table 1). However,
the most relevant main effect of the factor, emotion,
remained insignificant as well as the interactions including this factor (Table 1). Furthermore, the between-subject

factor, vigilance, also had no significant main effect
(F[1,90] = 0.002; P = 0.967) nor interactive effects on P200
(all P-values . 0.05). Therefore, no further post hoc analyses
were conducted.

P300
Besides significant main effects for the factors, topography
and grid, as well as a significant interaction of these two
factors, the factor, emotion, produced a significant main

Table 1 All main within-subject effects and interactions of the analysis of variance with the factors, topography, grid, and emotion
(F-value, P-value)
ERP
component

Topography

Grid

Emotion

Topography ×
Emotion

Topography ×
Grid

Grid × Emotion

Topography ×
Grid × Emotion

P200

F = 12.758
P , 0.001
F = 41.265
P , 0.001
F = 52.109
P , 0.001
F = 44.159
P , 0.001

F = 9.297
P = 0.003
F = 65.356
P , 0.001
F = 49.735
P , 0.001
F = 1.154
P = 0.286

F = 0.868
P = 0.458
F = 3.631
P = 0.014
F = 1.123
P = 0.340
F = 1.635
P = 0.182

F = 1.194
P = 0.308
F = 1.481
P = 0.207
F = 1.244
P = 0.282
F = 1.197
P = 0.306

F = 17.350
P , 0.001
F = 6.149
P = 0.003
F = 3.301
P = 0.059
F = 0.105
P = 0.900

F = 0.487
P = 0.692
F = 2.405
P = 0.068
F = 2.285
P = 0.079
F = 1.125
P = 0.339

F = 0.358
P = 0.905
F = 0.258
P = 0.956
F = 0.662
P = 0.612
F = 1.724
P = 0.113

P300
LPC1 (260–460)
LPC2 (460–800)

Notes: Significant findings are marked in bold; the tests with critical relevance for the hypotheses are shaded grey. In case of violation of the assumption of sphericity, the
P-values are presented according to the Greenhouse–Geisser correction.
Abbreviation: ERP, event-related brain potentials; LPC, late positive complex.
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Figure 3 Grand averages for the four different categories of emotion at Fz, Cz, and Pz.
Abbreviations: Cz, central site; Fz, frontal site; Pz, parietal site; ms, milliseconds.

effect (Table 1). For the different categories of emotion,
neutral faces were associated with the largest amplitudes,
followed by pain, happy and anger faces; the latter producing the lowest amplitudes (Table 2). This impression
was supported by post hoc t-tests for dependent samples
(comparing P300 amplitudes averaged across the different
topographies and across grid and no-grid trials between the
different emotion categories), which revealed that anger
faces elicited significantly lower amplitudes compared to
neutral (t[91] = –3.592; P = 0.001) and compared to pain

Journal of Pain Research 2013:6

faces (t[91] = –2.015; P = 0.047). All other t-test comparisons revealed insignificant differences (P-values . 0.05).
There was also a trend toward a significant interaction
between emotion × grid (Table 1); post hoc analyses suggested that the different emotional face expressions only
led to different P300 responses in the condition with
overlaid grid (F[3,273] = 4.367; P = 0.0047), with anger
faces again producing the lowest amplitude; whereas P300
responses did not differ between emotions in the no-grid
trials (F[3,237] = 1.706; P = 0.167).
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Table 2 Mean and SD of the different ERP components (averaged
across frontal, central, and parietal midline sites) for the four
categories of emotion and for the presentations with and without
grid
Anger
Mean (SD)

Happy
Mean (SD)

Neutral
Mean (SD)

Pain
Mean (SD)

4.98 (3.0)
5.19 (3.2)

5.11 (3.4)
5.63 (3.1)

5.17 (3.1)
5.56 (3.2)

5.01 (3.4)
5.66 (3.6)

3.42 (3.5)
4.41 (3.6)

3.36 (3.3)
4.93 (3.5)

3.85 (3.5)
5.20 (3.5)

3.36 (3.4)
5.28 (4.2)

0.48 (3.1)
1.34 (3.3)

0.43 (3.2)
1.67 (3.3)

0.64 (3.1)
1.64 (3.2)

0.35 (3.1)
1.84 (3.8)

2.55 (3.2)
2.11 (3.2)

2.75 (3.3)
2.64 (3.4)

2.71 (3.3)
2.40 (3.4)

2.23 (3.3)
2.40 (3.7)
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P200
No grid
Grid
P300
No grid
Grid
LPC1
No grid
Grid
LPC2
No grid
Grid

Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; LPC, late positive complex.

Furthermore, the between-subject factor, vigilance, had a
significant main effect on the P300 (F[1,90] = 6.217; P = 0.014),
with pain vigilant subjects displaying overall increased P300
responses (“high” PVAQ: mean = 5.0 microvolt [SD = 3.2]
versus “low” PVAQ: mean = 3.4 microvolt [SD = 2.8]).
However, these increased P300 amplitudes were not specific
for any type of facial expression, given that vigilance did
not interact with emotion or any of the other within-subject
factors (all P-values . 0.05).

LPC1
There was only significance for the main effects of the
factors, topography and grid (Table 1). In contrast, the
most relevant main effect of the factor, emotion, remained
insignificant. However, as with the P300, there was a trend
towards a significant interaction, emotion × grid. Post hoc
analyses suggested again that different emotional face expressions only led to different LPC1 responses in the condition
with overlaid grid (F[3,273] = 2.980; P = 0.049), again
with anger faces producing the lowest amplitude; whereas
responses did not differ between emotions in the no-grid
trials (F[3,273] = 0.536; P = 0.658).
The impact of the between-subject factor, vigilance, on
the LPC1 component just missed the level of significance
(F[1,90] = 3.726; P = 0.057) and did not interact with any of
the within-subject factors (all P-values . 0.05). Therefore,
no post hoc analyses were conducted.

LPC2
Again a significant main effect for topography was found
(see Table 1). However, none of the other factors (including
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the most relevant main effect of the factor emotion)
reached significance level. Neither did we find a significant
impact for the between-subject factor vigilance on LPC2
(F[1,90] = 2.649; P = 0.107). Therefore, no post-hoc analyses
were conducted.

Discussion
The aim of the present study was to examine whether pictorial pain cues (pain-related facial expressions) embedded
in a primary task paradigm can be utilized for detecting
vigilance for pain using ERP protocols, as has been shown
for verbal pain cues. The hypothetical background was the
assumption of an outstanding salience of pain cues compared
to cues for other emotional categories. Altogether, the ERP
data presented here did not yield evidence that participants
exhibited a particular vigilance to pictorial pain cues. This
may suggest that the type of stimulus material used may be
critical because of contrasting positive findings with pain
words in previous studies. However, recent findings with
almost identical pictorial stimuli by Gonzáles-Roldan et al34
and Reicherts et al,36 who both demonstrated enhanced LPC
amplitudes, casts doubts on the assumption of generally
ineffective pictorial stimulus material. Therefore, it is worth
comparing these two studies with ours in detail before discussing other aspects of our results.
The stimulus material for both the Gonzáles-Roldan
et al34 and the Reicherts et al36 studies, as well as of our study,
originates from the Montréal pain and affective face clips,18
showing actors facially displaying emotions including pain.
However, we deprived the material of two features, color
and dynamics. We extracted black-and-white snapshots from
the original video clips while Gonzáles-Roldan et al34 and
Reicherts et al36 used the original clips. We did this because
color is a potential confounder in emotion experiments, and
the original was not standardized for the facial dynamics but
only for the facial summary activity. However, even if we did
this for good reasons, we might have reduced the emotional
salience of the stimulus material. This assumption is corroborated by an observation of Gonzáles-Roldan et al34 that
the shorter the video clips were – which also means the closer
to a snapshot – the smaller the registered LPC modulation
became. Furthermore, we presented the pain and emotional
faces as task-irrelevant stimuli in a primary task procedure
while Gonzáles-Roldan et al34 and Reicherts et al36 used a
passive viewing paradigm. Therefore, only in our study did
the stimulus material have to compete with other task requirements during trials for capturing attention. The lesson to be
learned might be that even a pain face is not prioritized in any
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case but requires some emotional richness and low competition for attentional resources to be of great salience. Further
studies are needed to determine, more systematically, which
contextual properties of the facial display of pain favor its
prioritization while processing. Certainly, there are further
differences between our study and those of Gonzáles-Roldan
et al34 and Reicherts et al,36 especially regarding the exact
timing of stimulus presentation.
Our present study seems also to be inconsistent with
previous investigations having used words for pain and other
emotions in primary task paradigms, suggesting increased
P300 and LPC activity for pain-related words in a healthy
sample16 and in subclinically depressed subjects.15 One explanation might be that the visual discrimination task used in the
present study absorbed more attentional resources, preventing processing of the pain and emotional faces, compared to
these two studies with verbal material, where the primary task
consists of a lexical decision. Another explanation, which is
slightly counterintuitive, might be that pain words compare
very well as regards their salience with biologically better
grounded stimuli like pain faces. Brain imaging data would
corroborate such an assumption.2 However, direct comparison of verbal and nonverbal pain cues for their attentional
capture under otherwise identical experimental conditions
is still missing.
Moreover, it is generally possible to demonstrate effects
of pictorial material on ERPs as other studies, using primary
task paradigms, clearly showed emotional ERP modulation by such stimuli.37,38 Since these studies did not use
pain-related pictorial stimuli, perhaps our assumption of
a particular salience of these cues compared to other cues
of negative emotions like fear, anxiety, and anger is not
justified. However, there are alternative arguments which
speak in favor of the idea that facial expressions of pain are
salient enough to compete well with other emotional stimuli
in a primary task paradigm. Studies using the dot-probe task
have found strong attentional biases towards pain utilizing
pain-related and other faces in chronic pain-patients,12 as
well as enhanced early engagement and later disengagement towards pain stimuli in subjects with high fear of pain
levels.14 Also, research based on related paradigms suggests
that increased attentional engagement occurs for threatening
facial expressions,39,40 including ERP modulation.25,26,32,41,42
The outstanding role that pain-related faces may play under
certain conditions was already suggested by the two studies
considered in detail at the beginning of the discussion.34,36
Together, these numerous reports and our findings suggest that the facial expressions of pain may have particular
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salience, as long as a certain level of emotional richness
(color, dynamics) is preserved. The exposure time may additionally influence the salience of pain-related stimuli. Results
from a recent meta-analysis43 suggest that pain-related stimuli
attract attention more effectively when presented on a clearly
supraliminal level, which allows for conscious and elaborate
processing, than when presented subliminally. (Our presentation time of 300 milliseconds fell between the margins for
clear distinction of subliminal or supraliminal). The effect
of presentation time may cause a difference to the impact of
exposure time for fear and anxiety related material.
Another factor responsible for the negative findings might
have been the design of the primary task in the present study
as already suggested. In response to the hypothetical question
of why we applied such a demanding primary task-paradigm
rather than a task that absorbed less attentional resources,
the answer is as follows: for adequate assessment of the
level of pain vigilance, it is essential to establish a critical
balance of the allocation of attention between the primary
task on the one side and the concurrently presented taskirrelevant stimuli on the other side. Such a balance should
guarantee that the primary task captures most of attentional
resources under normal conditions, while the task-irrelevant
stimuli (eg, different facial expressions of emotions) require
a distinct degree of salience in order to capture attention.
Pain faces were expected to do so. It is an empirical titration
process to find the ideal balance, which we may still have
missed. The occurrence of a high attentional load produced
by the primary task can be inferred from the type of modulating effects on reaction time, P300 and LPC1. Only in the
trials with a visible grid did the emotional categories seem to
impact the responses, whereas in the trials without the grid,
they did not succeed in doing so, as indicated by significant
or close to significant interactions between the grid conditions and emotion categories. (The two stimulus conditions,
grid and no grid, required discriminative responses on two
separate response keys.) This may appear puzzling at first
glance because a free vision on the faces without overlaid
grid should have guaranteed more effect of the emotional categories and not the other way round. However, it may well be
that the grid trials were without major decision uncertainty
because the task-relevant stimulus is present from the very
beginning, whereas in the no grid trials decision, uncertainty
may prevail because subjects might have been uncertain
whether the grid could still appear. In fact, no late grid presentations were programmed, and subjects were instructed
that the pictures would always be presented concurrently with
or without a grid, respectively. This decision uncertainty in
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half of the trials might have absorbed attentional resources,
thereby preventing stronger effects of pain and emotion faces
on the ERPs.
Another noteworthy finding is the increased reaction time
and the enhanced P300 amplitude in those individuals who
described themselves as especially vigilant to pain. These
changes of reaction time and P300 amplitude were, however,
not specific to any kind of emotional face expression. It might
well be that hypervigilance may cause more in-depth stimulus
processing in situations in which threatening stimuli occur
amongst others. In accord, Snider et al44 found individuals
with chronic pain, who are usually more vigilant to pain
than pain-free individuals, to selectively process pain-related
cues at the conscious level but not at the automatic level,
which also suggests a more in-depth analysis of threatening
stimuli.
There are some limitations which should be addressed
in future studies. More EEG electrodes should be included,
especially at more posterior positions, in order to allow the
examination of additional ERP components such as P100
and early posterior negativity (EPN). Furthermore, it would
be interesting to test individuals who are even more prone
to attend to pain signals and who might be found among
individuals awaiting acute painful experiences/procedures
or suffering from chronic pain. In addition, aged individuals
with a long history of pain experiences might be compared
with young persons, who are almost pain-naive. However,
given the strong effect of impending experimental pain on
attentional biases in behavioral reaction time tests,43 such
influences should be studied first.
In summary, faces expressing pain, which were presented as black and white pictures under primary task
conditions, did not traceably modulate the late positive
ERP components (P300, LPC) in the present study on
pain-free individuals, which is inconsistent with previous findings when using verbal material as pain cues or
when using similar faces as video clips in passive viewing
paradigms. The reasons for the lack of positive findings
were discussed, but they definitely do not pertain to small
statistical power, which was rather outstanding, with 100
enrolled and 92 tested subjects. It seems that pain-related
stimuli are not always of outstanding salience, but that
certain characteristics (eg, type of material, emotional
richness of the stimuli) have to be met in order for painrelated stimuli to be prioritized over stimuli of other
emotional content. Hypervigilant individuals may tend
to demonstrate in-depth processing of emotional stimuli
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even when the threatening stimuli are presented along with
non-threatening stimuli.
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